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This study aims to investigate and explain the portrayal of refugees in Swedish media, and to 

use the media as a way of understanding society at large. The analysis is based on newspaper 

articles written during times when nationalist parties have been in parliament in Sweden, the 

periods being 1990 to 1995 and 2010 to 2015. By looking at how the media portrays and 

reports on refugees through the theoretical framework chosen, the aim is to explain why there 

is a reoccurrence of nationalism in society. The result suggests that there are issues in the 

existing world system; In the world system of today, trade is carried out across borders, with 

labour and goods flowing back and forth between nations. At the same time, there is no 

consensus on what the role of the welfare state is in the globalized world, leading to debates 

on the right of access to a welfare system of another state. Thus, nationalists can argue that an 

outsider are claiming rights to a system that is not theirs. This in turns leads to a division 

between “us” and “them”, based on citizenship. Citizenship is used as method of claiming that 

one has a greater right than another, which in turn then means that people are not inherently 

equal, but that equality is applicable to those with citizenship alone. As long as there is no 

consensus on the equal right to access the welfare system, nationalism can continue to claim 

that some have greater right than others. 
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1. Introduction 

In 2014, 59.5 million people were forcibly displaced worldwide. Out of these, 19.5 million 

were refugees, 38.2 million were internally displaced people and 1.66 million were asylum 

seekers. Further, there is an unknown number of stateless people in the world. That is the 

highest amount of refugees in the world since the records began. The largest portion of 

refugees are coming from Syria, fleeing the civil war that is raging there (UNHCR). This has 

led to an increase in refugees seeking refuge abroad, including Sweden. 

With the break-up of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, beginning in 1991, the 

largest refugee crisis in Europe since the Second World War was a fact. The crisis started 

largely due to the violence that occurred following Croatia’s independence, making over 

200 000 people flee the country. This was then followed by violence in Bosnia and 

Herzegovina, following their independence in 1992. This conflict raged on until 1995, forcing 

around 700 000 refugees to flee to western Europe (UNHCR). Since 1991, between 3,7 and 4 

million people have become refugees in Yugoslavia (GRID-Arendal). 

The distinction of a refugee in this study is someone who has fled to get away from war, 

political oppression or religious persecution. This distinction is from the 1951 Convention 

Relating to the Status of Refugees.  

The media that has been looked at in this study is the printed newspapers. Hence, the study 

does not look at news stories covered in other channels of media such as radio or television, 

nor does it entail the medium of social media.  

This study will be conducted on Sweden, with the focus on times of strong nationalism 

leading to a nationalistic party getting into parliament. The two timeframes looked at is 1990 

to 1995 and 2010 to 2015. 

1.1 Aim 

The aim of the study is to analyse and make for an understanding of the reoccurrence of 

nationalism in Sweden. By using the media from the two time periods in which nationalist 

parties have been in parliament in Sweden, 1991 to 1994 and 2010 onwards, and finding 

patterns in the media, an understanding of nationalism and how it can arise with short 

intervals between will be created. This will be examined and an attempt at explaining it will 

be made. 
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Further, by critically looking at the media and the way the global world system is constructed, 

and connecting the two, an explanation to understanding the reoccurrence of nationalism will 

be sought after. The aim is to contribute to a debate about nationalism and how it can be 

understood, giving a new perspective and point of view for analysis. 

The study will take to shape of a research overview, using newspaper articles as a secondary 

source to provide empirical findings and evidence. The theoretical framework will then be 

applied to the findings in the secondary data to provide analysis. The theoretical framework 

will be based upon the creation of ‘us and them’ in the media, and world system theory to 

understand how the media and nationalism can be understood in a broader perspective.  

By using these two time periods as timeframe for the analysis of newspaper articles, trends 

will be sought for. By looking at what is similar and different in how the media reports on 

issues of immigration and refugees during these times, which both saw an increase in refugees 

in the world as a whole and to Sweden in particular, an understanding for the nationalism that 

has been seen at those times will be formed.  

1.2 Research question 

The research questions are: (1) What are the similarities and differences in the media 

coverage of refugees during time periods of higher influx of refugees? (2) How can the 

reoccurrence of nationalism be understood in Sweden based on the way the media reports 

about refugees? 

By looking at and answering these questions, a greater understanding of the media and society 

at large will be sought for. By focusing on Sweden, thus being a case study, the analysis and 

conclusion can be used to understand a broader debate on refugees and nationalism in 

Sweden. While the media coverage of the situation may not give a complete understanding of 

the phenomenon, it is a start to understanding the larger society, since media has a strong 

impact on how its receivers view society, be that positive or negative (Kitzinger, 1999). 

1.3 Context 

In September 1991, New Democracy (Ny Demokrati in Swedish) were elected into 

parliament with 6.7% of the votes (Statistiska Central Byrån). It was an anti-establishment 

party formed shortly before the election by Ian Wachtmeister and Bert Karlsson, claiming that 

the established politicians talk a good game but do not listen to the people. This anti-

establishment and image of being more one of the people, rather than conventional 
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politicians, made the party gain in popularity. This would later become part of their downfall, 

as the non-politicians in the party revolted against their leader, Wachtmeister, leading the 

party to only get 1.2% of the votes in the next election, losing their seat in parliament (Arter, 

1999: 106). Their policies on immigration, refugees and aid included temporary residency 

instead of permanent residency, that immigrants should get loans instead of benefits in order 

to motivate them to get a job, an immigrant who committed a crime should be deported, and 

immigrants should be allowed to stay in Sweden, but only if they get integrated into society, 

which is up to each individual to take responsibility for, not the state. Moreover, aid should be 

prioritized for countries close to our borders (New Democracy Party program). 

The Sweden Democrats (Sverigedemokraterna in Swedish) “is a social conservative party 

with a nationalistic basic view” (Sweden Democrats website). They made it into parliament in 

2010 with 5.7% of the votes, and then again in 2014 with 12.9% (Statistiska Central Byrån). 

They argue that it should be harder to become a Swedish citizen, that one must have lived in 

Sweden at least 10 years to be eligible, and a test should decide if you have sufficient 

knowledge in Swedish and Sweden as a society. Their aim is to limit the amount of people 

coming to Sweden by instead helping at the place they are leaving. Aid should hence be 

directed to places that migrants want to leave. They wish to limit immigration of relatives, 

and set higher demands of what is required by the relative to be allowed to immigrate. The 

most important thing, when living in Sweden, is to know Swedish according to the Sweden 

Democrats. Therefore, education in other mother tongues should not be state provided, and 

the money should instead go to education in Swedish. Multiculturalism is not something that 

should be sought after or celebrated, but rather something that creates fractions in society and 

creates differences between people of different backgrounds and religious beliefs (Sweden 

Democrats website). 

1.4 Method 

This study focuses on critical discourse analysis, seeking to explain how the use of language 

influences power and socially constructed differences in society (Bryman, 2012: 528). The 

main literature that has been analysed is Swedish newspaper articles published between 1990 

and 1995 as well as between 2010 and 2015. These have been analysed by seeking patterns of 

how refugees, the situation in Sweden and the public opinion in Sweden are portrayed in the 

media. From the respective time periods, just short of 100 articles have been gathered that in 

one way or another relates to the topic of refugees, immigration and integration. These have 
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then been read and the words and phrases used in the articles have been categorized in four 

different categories. The categories are if the situation is portrayed as a problem for Sweden 

or its citizen, or if it is portrayed as a problem for the refugees, as well as if the words and 

phrases used have a positive or negative connotation to them, according to the following 

model: 

Problems for ‘us’ (Sweden) Problems for ‘them’ (Refugees) 

Words or phrases from newspapers that 

suggests that the refugee situation is a 

problem for the Swedish government, 

institutions or people with Swedish 

citizenship. Organized based on time period. 

Words or phrases from newspapers that 

suggests that the refugees are facing 

challenges, either in Sweden or in their 

attempt to get to Sweden. Organized based 

on time period.  

 

Positive connotation Negative connotation 

Words or phrases explaining the refugee 

situation in Sweden, how the state or 

institutions are working with questions 

surrounding refugees, or the refugees 

themselves, in a positive way. Organized 

based on time period. 

Words or phrases explaining the refugee 

situation in Sweden, how the state or 

institutions are working with questions 

surrounding refugees, or the refugees 

themselves, in a negative way. Organized 

based on time period. 

 

By looking at the media coverage of refugees during times of greater influx of refugees and a 

strong nationalist party present in parliament, the study will seek to describe how this is 

understood and explained in the media. When taking the findings made in the newspapers and 

applying those to the institutions and issues they concern in society, the study will take a more 

explanatory turn, seeking to understand why the findings are the way they are and how that 

effects society at large (De Vaus, 2001: 3-5). 

The decision to focus on media coverage as a way of understanding nationalism is based on 

several factors. The media has a large impact on how its receiver understands reality. By 

reporting predominantly positive about an issue, the receiver is more likely to have a positive 

outlook on it, and by reporting predominantly negative, the receiver is more likely to have a 

negative outlook on set issue (Kitzinger, 1999). The media is sometimes referred to as the 

‘fourth estate’, a phrase coined by Burke in a statement made in the British parliament, where 
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he claimed that there were three estates in parliament, but the fourth one (the media) was 

more important than all of them (Carlyle, 1841). In Sweden, the media is the third estate, 

following the government and the parliament. This goes to show just how powerful the media 

is, further giving strength to Kitzinger’s (1999) claims about the power of the media. Hence, 

to study the media to understand society is perhaps not only valuable, but also necessary. 

The decision to focus on the time periods of 1990 to 1995 and 2010 to 2015 is based on the 

political atmosphere at the time, with nationalist parties taking place in parliament during 

each of the time periods, as New Democracy were elected into parliament in 1991, and the 

Swedish Democrats were elected into parliament in 2010. Moreover, the increase of refugees 

during those time periods, with the fall of the Republic of Yugoslavia in the 1990’s and the 

Syrian war during the 2010’s serving as the main reasons for the greater influx of refugees, 

was taken into consideration when choosing the timeframe of the study. The decision to not 

cover the entire time from 1990 to 2015 was made to create a comparative case. 

The newspaper articles were found in an online archive called Retriever during January of 

2016, where searches can be made based on year and specific terms. For this study, the word 

used to find articles suitable was refugees. For each of the years covered in the study 

respectively, refugees was typed into the search engine, and then articles were read and 

chosen based on their content. The subjects covered in the articles that were chosen was 1) 

what refugees had fled from, 2) discussing integration, and 3) talking about the challenges an 

increase of refugees causes for Sweden as a nation. 

During the years from 1990 to 1995, the only newspapers available in the archive was 

Expressen and TT. This created a limitation to the study, as this meant that the range of 

different types of newspapers were not available for the analysis. However, I decided to 

proceed anyway with the research in its current shape. 

During the years from 2010 to 2015, a wider range of newspapers were available. The 

newspapers used are traditional daily national newspapers (Dagens Nyheter, Svenska 

Dagbladet and the likes), newspaper of a more tabloid nature (Expressen, Aftonbladet, 

Kvällsposten), local newspapers (Norran, Sydsvenskan, Trelleborgs Allehanda and the likes) 

as well as monthly magazines from the church and medical associations. Some newspapers 

that are used are political, whilst others claim to be neutral. A decision was made to include as 

many different kinds of newspapers as possible, to create as broad of an understanding as 

possible of the coverage of refugees in the media. 
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1.5 Previous research 

Several studies focusing on the power of media and the portrayal of refugees in the media 

exists prior to this study. Some examples will be brought up here, to give an understanding of 

what previous knowledge exists in the field. 

One of the studies that started the thought process that would become this thesis was a master 

thesis from Malmö Högskola by Laczak, investigating the Swedish attitudes to immigration 

and immigrants. The study focuses on the increase in refugees and immigration during the 

late 1980’s and 1990’s. With the immigrants and refugees coming from increasingly distant 

places geographically, it investigates the tensions that are created between Swedish citizens 

and newcomers. The study focuses on the attitudes that are held towards newly arrived in 

Sweden, who holds these attitudes and how these attitudes can be understood in relation to the 

Swedish society at large. The study found that 57,6% of the respondents thought that 

foreigners came to Sweden to use our social benefits, 59,4% thought that it should be in the 

interest of the immigrants to become as ‘Swedish’ as possible, and 56,5% thought that 

immigrant children should be taught that Swedish is their mother tongue (Laczak, 1999). 

The Glasgow Media group has conducted extensive studies on the media, with their work 

focusing on the how the media reports about issues surrounding race, immigration, 

development and mental health, as well as the power of the media to influence people and 

how the audience access, experiences and understands what is reported in media. Further, 

they have written about the question of ownership and responsibility of what is published in 

the media. They discuss the idea of an active, critical receiver versus a passive receiver, and 

how that influences the views held by the recipient. 

A study made by Brune on behalf of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Sweden describes how 

the portrayal of refugees and immigrants has changed from the 1970’s up to the 2000’s 

(Brune, 2000). In the study, she finds that while the description of refugees from Syria was 

predominantly positive during the 70’s, it has become increasingly critical and negative 

towards Middle eastern refugees as the decades has gone by. According to her, this shift has 

historical ties, as well as the fact that Christian refugees have had the support of priests in 

Sweden, while Muslim refugees has not had a spokesperson present in Sweden, supporting 

them and creating a positive association towards Muslims. Moreover, Van Djik has studied 

how some minorities and individuals are portrayed in the media. The study claims that it is 

the majority, or the established, who has the power on how minorities are explained and 
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understood, and that this in turn can limit the social and political power that a minority group 

has (Van Djik, 2005). 

A bachelor study made in 2015 by Gottfridson and Lukkarinen handles the portrayal of the 

refugee crisis in the media during the fall of 2015. It focuses on how the media portrays the 

crisis, refugees, the Swedish nation and the Swedish population during this period, and then 

goes on to study the relationship between the established Swedes and refugees, based on what 

is covered by the media. The study finds that the refugee crisis and the refugees are 

understood as a threat to the Swedish society, with the refugees being dehumanized and 

understood based on prejudice and stereotypes. Meanwhile, Swedes are understood as 

morally superior, good and accepting non-racists (Gottfridson & Lukkarinen, 2015).  

While these studies cover both of the time periods that are covered in this thesis, as well as 

how the media has an effect on the recipient, they do not compare the two periods as will be 

done in this study, nor do they have the same theoretical framework to understand the 

situation. This is what this study will seek to add to the debate; a comparative aspect over 

time as well as an understanding based on a different theoretical framework. 

1.6 Limitations 

As with any study, this study has its limitations, which will be brought up and discussed in 

this section. The main limitations that will be brought up is representability, scope and how 

much the analysis can be used for a tool of generalization.  

Representability 

This study focuses on Sweden alone. Hence, how much the findings found in the study is 

representable to other settings is difficult to know. The same goes for the time periods; while 

the findings might show something during these particular periods, their relevance on other 

occasions could perhaps be detested. 

However, even if it should be the case that the findings made is representative only of this 

setting at this time, the study still provides a way of approaching the same questions in other 

places, making it relevant in that sense. Even if the usage of a similar method would be used 

in another case, but come to other conclusions, that could be meaningful as well, as that could 

prove that each case is different, leading to different conclusions. On the other hand, if the 

findings were to come back similar in several cases, geographically and time wise, that would 

then prove that some things are not just case-specific, but something that can be used to see 
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trends. As long as the pre-existing settings of each setting is showed, with their similarities 

and differences, the case study is a valuable tool to understand a phenomenon (George & 

Bennett, 2004: 19-21). 

Either way, by using the tools used in this study to understand the questions asked in this 

thesis, it could be seen as a tool for comparison and an attempt on a broader understanding 

could be sought for, regardless of results that are different or similar.  

The purpose of the study is to understand how the media reports on refugees during the two 

time periods chosen, and to use the findings in this to create an understanding of how 

nationalism can be reoccurring. While there are other reasons than the medial portrayal of 

refugees to be taken into consideration when trying to understand nationalism, this study 

focuses on the media alone, trying to explain the phenomenon based on what can be found in 

the newspapers. More research is needed in the field to create a complete understanding of 

nationalism, as this study is not enough to understand the social phenomenon that is 

nationalism, however the hope is that this study will add to a broader debate about 

nationalism and how it can be understood. 

Scope 

The scope of the study consists of just short of 200 newspaper articles, divided between two 

time periods. This, arguably, is not enough ground to understand a political trend on a 

national level. However, it could give some idea as to how this political issue can be 

understood and what can be done to avoid them, if that is the aim. More research would be 

necessary to provide a solution to the problem, but by raising the question, an interests and an 

understanding of the significance of the issue might be raised, which then in turn could lead to 

more research being carried out in set field. 

The other issue with the scope of the study is the articles themselves that have been analysed. 

During 1990 to 1995 in particular, the availability of newspaper articles is limited. The ones 

that have been used here are from Expressen or TT (Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå), since that is 

what is available in the database used for this study during that time period. A larger variety 

of newspapers were available during the later time period, hence the articles from that period 

has a larger range of publishers. Despite this, an understanding of how the media reports on 

refugees, immigration and integration can still be brought through these articles. So while the 

newspaper articles might not show the entire story or situation, they can be used to get an 

understanding of the medial situation, which is how they are used in this study. 
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Tool of generalization 

As has been mentioned above, whether this study can be seen as proof in the case of Sweden 

or in other context is debatable. However, by a continuous use of the methods to understand 

the media and nationalism, in the long run this might be possible. The conclusions drawn in 

the study are of a general nature. Hence, the conclusion being more than a hypothesis might 

not be possible, but with continued research in the matter, going more into depth on finding a 

solution instead of focusing on explaining the situation, these hypothesises might be proved or 

changed, depending on what further research show. 

As the study is a case study, by using similar methods of analysis on other cases, either with 

similar pre-existing conditions or with a similar debate, cases can be compared to look for 

patterns in different cases. This could then lead to an understanding of how a similar situation 

can lead to different outcomes, or how different outcomes can come from a similar situation 

(George & Bennett, 2004: 19-21). This study could then instead be seen as providing an idea 

of how to look at certain issues and questions, and providing a framework within which the 

reoccurrence of nationalism can be understood, which in itself makes the study relevant. 

Arguably, it is difficult to explain such a complex phenomenon that is nationalism by looking 

at the printed media in Sweden. By reporting predominantly negative about refugees, there 

might not be a rise in nationalism in politically organized terms. However, it could help 

cement xenophobic ideas into people’s minds. Different people react differently to the 

information that they are fed, but based on Kitzinger’s claims (1999) about how the media 

influences the receiver, at least some would be affected, taking a more xenophobic outlook on 

the situation, by a predominantly negative media on issues concerning refugees. So on the one 

hand, the media might not make people vote for a nationalist party, hence not creating an 

increased support for openly nationalistic parties in parliament or generally in the political 

spectrum, but it could create more xenophobic mind-set, or help justify an already existing 

mind-set. This could then, possibly, lead to people choosing to vote for a nationalist party, but 

that is not certain. 

1.7 Thesis outline 

In the next chapter of the thesis, the theoretical framework will be explained, starting with 

Cohen as well as Elias and Scotson and their work on moral panic, the established and the 

outsiders. This will be followed by Massey and Wallerstein and their work regarding world 

system theory, and lastly Rawls and Marshall, who provide normative tools for analysis. After 
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that, the findings from the newspapers will be explained separated into the two time periods, 

starting with the 1990s, which is followed by a comparison of the two. This section of the 

thesis will look at what the research has found. The research consisted of reading newspaper 

articles from 1990 to 1995 and 2010 to 2015, and looking at their portrayal of refugees and 

the challenges these refugees and immigrants creates for Sweden. 

Then comes the analysis, where the theoretical framework will be applied to the findings that 

have been made, to get an idea of how the data can be understood. Finally, a section where a 

general conclusion will be drawn based on the theoretical framework, as well as for the study 

at large.  

2. Theoretical framework 

In this part of the study, the theoretical framework that will be used in the analysis will be 

presented and explained. The theoretical framework is based on the works of Cohen, Elias 

and Scotson, Massey, Wallerstein, as well as Rawls and Marshall. 

Cohen (2011) 

Cohen introduces the concept of moral panic. While the tools for analysis is created in the 

context of newspapers in Great Britain, it will be applied to newspapers in Sweden in this 

study. 

According to Cohen, the creation of moral panic is done by taking an issue that already exists 

and then exaggerating it compared to other problems. It can either be a new problem, that may 

be pre-existing but hard to recognize, or an old one that is traditionally seen as a bad thing in 

society. It can be a transparent or a vague issue, depending on how obvious it is to see the 

problem it creates for society. There are seven usual causes of moral panic;  

“1) young, working-class male, 2) school violence in the form of bullying and shootouts, 3) wrong 

drugs used by the wrong people at the wrong places, 4) child abuse, satanic rituals and paedophile 

registers, 5) sex, violence and blaming the media, 6) welfare cheats and single mothers, and 7) refugees 

and asylum seekers flooding the country and swamping the services provided by the state” (Cohen, 

2011: viii).  

This study will focus on the last one. 

The media usually makes no difference between immigrant, refugee and asylum seeker. The 

portrayal of different migrants is also based on race, race relations and ethnicity. Further, 

there is a distinction between the refugees, who gets compassion, and asylum seekers, who 
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have no rights and gets less compassion. The media, along with some governments, then 

make claims about how foreign refugees needs to be kept out as much as possible, that 

asylum seekers lie to get asylum, and that testing of the right to seek asylum must be done. 

The focus tends to be on how genuine the reason is for wanting to leave a home country; is it 

a genuine threat or are they driven by economic opportunity? This is especially common in 

tabloid press, where nuances are forgotten and single cases become norm. Unlike the other 

folk devils, refugees and asylum seekers is a more political problem, driven by hostility and 

rejection, created by global changes. When creating villains of a group it becomes more 

justifiable and common to dislike and use violence towards set group (Cohen, 2011: xxii). 

Our perceptions of a social phenomenon is formed by seeing and selecting based on previous 

knowledge and experience, which shapes and gets added to a larger context of knowledge and 

attitudes (Cohen, 2011: 47). A large part of what is reported in the media is when something 

unusual and outside the norm happens and the consequences of those actions, which in turn 

creates a faulty image of what is the norm in society. It also creates a sense of us, the norm, 

and them, those who deviate from the norm (Cohen, 2011: 12-13). 

Elias and Scotson (1994) 

The framework provided by Cohen to understand the portrayal of refugees in the media will 

be combined with Elias and Scotson (1994) and their work on the established and the 

outsiders. Their work surrounds a town in the United Kingdom, focusing on the relationships 

between the middle class, working class and those who have recently moved to set town, 

while this study will use it to understand the relationships between those with Swedish 

heritage, immigrants who have lived in Sweden for an extended period of time and those who 

have recently arrived in Sweden. 

According to their work, groups that are outsiders see themselves in comparison to the 

established, and their lack of power is a sign of being inferior to those with more power. 

Further, if a group is seen and described in a negative way, that group is more likely to live up 

to that description. The differentiation does not have to be racial or ethnic, but more about 

access to power (Elias & Scotson, 1994: 26-30). 

A group is an outsider in relation to another; the middle-class has more power than the 

working-class who have lived in a geographical space long, and they in turn have more power 

than a newly arrived working-class. When immigrants or refugees arrive to a new country, 

they automatically form the lower-class (cf. Elias & Scotson, 1994: 15). These groups often 
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present a unified front outward, particularly those who have relatively less power. However, 

within the group, there are power relations as well (Elias & Scotson, 1994: 1-7). 

Massey et al (1993) 

Wallerstein (1974) introduces the world system theory, and then it is taken further by Massey 

et al (1993). The idea is that migration does not occur in relation to the labour markets on a 

national level, but instead because of structures of the world. The system drives owners of 

capitalist cooperation’s to enter poor countries to achieve higher profit. The main drivers of 

capitalists to venture into poorer countries are land, raw materials, labour, material links, and 

ideological links. This kind of venture into poorer countries creates neo-colonialism through 

the endorsement of elites, especially between former colonializing power and the 

colonialized, where the cultural and linguistic bonds still remain. 

Migration is an unavoidable effect of capitalist development, and the more countries that join 

the capitalist world system by becoming open market economies with interests of trade across 

borders, the more migration will occur. The world economy is then run from quite a few 

urban cities around the world, where a large amount of modern services is provided. These 

areas are populated by highly educated and wealthy workers, who in turn have demand for 

unskilled service workers. This creates a strong demand for immigrants, since the uneducated 

natives usually avoid these low skilled service jobs. With industries and semi-skilled work 

opportunities moving abroad, this creates a gap in the supply of work opportunities (Massey 

et al, 1993). 

Wallerstein (2004) 

The current world system has been going for a crisis for quite some time now, according to 

Wallerstein (2004). Like any other system, it has been born and established, to later face 

problems which it cannot solve, leading to this systematic crisis. This is inevitable, but also 

not possible to solve within the system, and hence solutions need to be sought from other 

systems (Wallerstein, 2004: 461). This is what then will create a new system; the old system 

combined with solutions from another system. The solution is usually found in an old system, 

creating a hybrid. This means that in the long run we will eventually find ourselves in a new 

system. 

With the current world system, we have gotten used to the crisis and instability of it, but the 

instability leads to anxiety and violence as groups of people fight to keep their power and 
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place in the hierarchy (Wallerstein, 2004: 462). An effect of this could be nationalism, where 

citizens fight for their relative power compared to non-citizens, claiming to have rights to the 

system that the non-citizens do not have.  

Rawls (2003) and Marshall (1950) 

The theory of justice provided by Rawls claims that each individual has rights that cannot be 

overridden by the good of another. Hence, the loss of freedom for some cannot be justified by 

what is considered to be the greater good. These rights through justice are not decided by 

political or social interests, and thus cannot be changed by these kinds of interests either. If 

everyone shares an idea of what justice is supposed to be, it would be ideal. However, in 

reality, this is not the case. Most can agree that as long as everyone has the same rights and 

duties in social life, that would be just, even though our opinion on what justice is different 

(Rawls, 2003: 3-4).  

Rawls argues that if there was a principle of ignorance, where we do not know others abilities, 

class or access to goods, it could be ensured that no advantages were given based on the 

above, as the idea of what justice is would have to be determined in such a way that it would 

beneficial for all. Moreover, if all are seen as equal, it is unlikely that one would agree to 

sacrifice the rights of some for the greater good, since it would be difficult to argue how it is 

just that some have less in order for others to prosper (Rawls, 2003: 11-13). By applying this 

to institutions, all should have equal right to basic liberties, and inequalities would be 

arranged in such a way that they are to the advantage of everyone. Hence, injustice is 

inequalities that are not equally benefitting (Rawls, 2003: 53-54). 

Citizenship has three parts, according to Marshall; civil, being the liberty of a person to speak, 

think, hold faith and have right to justice, political, which is the right to exercise power, and 

social, which is about social welfare, services and heritage as well as education (Marshall, 

1950: 30). The original source of social rights was the membership of a local community, 

where social rights is supposed to be an absolute right to certain standards, which are 

determined through the general duties of citizenship, not by economic value (Marshall, 1950: 

32 & 36).  

By combining these two theories, supposedly an individual’s right to make claims to the 

welfare system should not be decided by abilities, access to goods or other factors, but instead 

on an agreed idea of what justice is. This will be explored further in the analysis. 
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Use of theory 

The theories will be used in different parts of the analysis to create a broad understanding in 

the end. The work of Cohen (2011) as well as Nobert and Scotson (1994) will be used to 

understand the portrayal of refugees in the media. The work of Massey (1993) and 

Wallerstein (2004) will be used to understand the issues surrounding the arrival of refugees, 

which will then be taken further with the works of Rawls (2003) and Marshall (1950) to get 

an understanding of why these issues occur.   

3. Result 

3.1 Media 1990-1995 

During the time period between 1990 and 1995, the terminology used often point towards the 

difficulties that refugees create for Sweden as a nation or for its citizens. The newspapers talk 

about how Sweden and the government cannot handle the situation at hand, and how that in 

turn is creating a strain on society. It is not uncommon that the cost of refugees is brought up, 

however usually not in actual costs, but more on how refugees are getting more benefits in 

monetary terms, and how that is prioritized by the government. It does not say how much 

money a refugee is entitled to in absolute numbers, but sometimes in relation to the benefits 

that Swedish citizens get. It is sometimes described as a cause and effect, where it is 

understood that if refugees get more money, others will get less. Moreover, a reoccurring 

trend is that Sweden is taking on more than it can chew, by letting more refugees come to 

Sweden than can be handled in an efficient way. 

When describing the actual refugees, they are often described as passive. For instance, 

phrases like “sitting in a camp for refugees”, “social cases collecting benefits”, “not prone to 

move”, “have to teach them”, or “yield to” are used. This promotes an idea that refugees are 

lazy and passive, not doing anything to change their own situation or be part of a greater 

society. It also promotes the idea that refugees come here and claim rights but do not take on 

the responsibilities that come with living in Sweden and having certain rights. On the other 

hand, Sweden and its citizens are represented as having to take care of this other group 

coming from outside, who, according to the medial view, are either unwilling or unable to 

take care or responsibility for themselves. At the same time, Sweden is seen as doing a good 

job in dealing with the refugees, through phrases like the people working with these issues are 

naturally doing a grand job, doing our part, creating new jobs and filling empty 
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accommodations, giving professional aid to people who have struggled immensely, giving 

permanent residency, and will let them in if they are in a state of misery. 

A reoccurring theme when describing the immigration of refugees to Sweden is a reference to 

weather or natural elements. Expressions such as a wave of refugees, pendulum wave, 

pendulum storm, poured out, beached, and stop the stream are used. 

When handling the difficulties that the refugees are facing, it is about their living conditions, 

the risks they are facing where they fled from and their reasons for fleeing, the challenges 

they have faced while leaving their home and how they were treated on the way. The articles 

that are the most critical about the way refugees are treated in their receiving country are 

articles about refugees who have fled to other countries, not Sweden. When the articles are 

debating the refugees who have arrived in Sweden, the debate is mostly about the conditions 

they fled from or the challenges refugees pose to Sweden as a nation and its citizens. Little 

debate is put forth into what challenges refugees face when they have arrived in Sweden, and 

when something that could be seen as unjust treatment of refugees in Sweden, such as 

prejudice or being treated differently for being refugees, the debate becomes about why they 

were treated the way they were and not about the implications that has on the refugees 

themselves. Moreover, when there is a discussion surrounding integration, it is about how it 

has failed. The discussion usually circulates around how a lack of integration means that the 

refugees are not joining the workforce, do not learn the Swedish language and culture, and are 

not active members of society, instead choosing to live in sub-societies, with people coming 

from similar experiences, sharing the same values. The discussion is about how this is 

damaging for Sweden, how that leads to costs for society, a workforce that is not being 

utilized, and how it creates questions and lack of understanding from the Swedish citizens 

towards refugees. However, the discussion does not talk about why the integration is not 

working, how it could be improved, nor about how the refugees are experiencing this. Again, 

they are seen as a passive actor, seemingly without caring about partaking in society or 

community. 

When debating the amount of refugees that should be taken in by Sweden, the arguments used 

are that Sweden cannot take responsibility for everyone, that there are not enough housing 

opportunities, that municipalities should be allowed to decide for themselves whether or not 

they want to welcome refugees, and if so how many, and that by bringing in too many 

refugees, it creates hostility towards refugees because the government is not taking a large 
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enough responsibility towards its citizen, nor for the integration of the refugees, making them 

outsiders in society. No differentiation is made between integration and assimilation, and 

measures such as education in Swedish sex and gender norms are seen as a successful way of 

integrating people into society, despite the fact that an action like that will not help create any 

networks to integrate. The question about education in Swedish is also debated, and 

suggestions such as stopping refugees from getting benefits if they do not finish Swedish for 

immigrants (SFI) are brought up as a way of motivating people to keep learning. 

The housing situation seems to be seen as a particularly big and challenging issue, where the 

debate circles around both the lack of possibilities for housing, but also about whether or not 

refugees should be allowed to jump ahead in the housing queues. The pendulum seems to 

suggest that most people think that that should not be allowed, a view that is shared with real 

estate owners. Some go so far as to claim that they would rather have their real estate’s empty 

than renting it out to refugees. Politicians in power on the other hand seem to think that by 

making sure that refugees get proper housing as soon as possible, instead of staying in some 

kind of special housing just for refugees, integration will happen faster and smoother.  

All in all, the situation is usually explained as a challenge for Sweden, but not to the refugees 

themselves. While the government and municipalities are doing what they can, according to 

the media, the refugees are passively accepting the terms they are put under, and do nothing to 

change their status or situation. The question of rights to different benefits seem to be at the 

core of the debate, where a frequent concern is that refugees are getting more than other 

citizens, and that this is both wrong and not just. There is a reoccurrence of comparing 

‘regular Swedes’ with refugees, and pinning the two against each other. This creates a sense 

of us and them (Cohen, 2011). 

3.2 Media 2010-2015 

Between 2010 and 2015, the themes are in many ways similar to 1990 to 1995, but some new 

trends can be found. Firstly, there is a sense of worry towards the fact that many refugees 

coming to Sweden are Muslims, and what implications that has on Sweden. It is claimed that 

the Muslim refugees are harder to integrate than the Christian refugees. The question of 

integration seems to be at the core in general, with the lack of housing, and how to ensure that 

people take part in the labour market and the challenge that creates in focus. It is not explicitly 

stated what the main challenge to getting refugees to partake in the labour market is, but one 

might assume that it is the language barrier. There is, however, no real debate about how the 
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education in Swedish is being carried out, nor about what needs to been done in order for it to 

be more effective. As far as the lack of housing is stated as a challenge, it is also stated that 

that cannot be used as an excuse to not take in and care for refugees in need of help.  

The media is at this point rather critical about how the refugee situation is handled by the 

politicians, and towards politicians in general. Arguments such a fault in the system, not 

taking a humanitarian responsibility, harsher refugee policies, and taking in fewer than 

promised are put forth, and there is a sense of lack of trust in that the government can handle 

the situation it is facing. The Sweden Democrats are referred to as a racist party, and the other 

parties are criticised for holding on to their political colour when handling the refugee 

question, rather than what is the right thing to do. 

Words such as solidarity and responsibility are brought up, but simultaneously there is a 

debate that there should not be as many refugees arriving to Sweden, that there should be 

stricter control of who should be allowed to come and who should not, and that the country 

cannot handle all the refugees who have come. When solidarity and this kind of reasoning are 

used together, it is to show how the policies that are implemented, or suggested to be 

implemented, are becoming increasingly hostile towards refugees. However, most of the time 

the question of solidarity and responsibility is not raised when discussing how to lower the 

number of refugees arriving in Sweden, nor when talking about that there are too many 

refugees in Sweden. All in all, there seems to be two debates taking place at the same time, 

with very different arguments; those who claim that Sweden are taking in too many refugees 

and that the country is unable to handle more or even the amount that has already arrived, and 

those who claim that there is a moral responsibility to be taken towards refugees, and that 

solidarity should be felt towards those fleeing their homes. 

As far as what the people of Sweden want and act, a slight change has occurred, either in the 

way the media reports about it or in the way people act. In the beginning of the time period, 

there was little debate about what the average Swede was doing, but towards the end of the 

time period, the images portrayed is one where people want to help refugees in different ways 

as they arrive to Sweden. It is reported that there are people that want to help by providing 

food and water, and that there is in fact a sense of solidarity towards refugees, that they have a 

right to come to Sweden and seek help, because it is a human right to do so. This portrayal of 

Swedes, not as a unanimous group, but with individuals and groups wanting to take initiative 
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and challenging the way that the authorities are handling the situation was not there in the 

beginning of the period.  

The refugees during this period are not explained as more than a group of people, a group that 

is quite homogenous. There is a differentiation between Christian and Muslim refugees, but 

apart from that no individualisation of the group is made. When their hardships are described, 

it is the challenges they faced while still in their country of origin, or what they faced on the 

way to Sweden. Further, when there is a debate about how they are treated in the receiving 

country, the receiving country is not Sweden, but some other European country. Moreover, 

when their life is explained in Sweden, they are seen as a group that are lacking the possibility 

to be integrated and wanting to live in areas with large amounts of refugees, receiving 

benefits, and struggling to get a job. The media does not report about cases where the refugees 

have succeeded, at any level, to integrate, nor does it report about the implications that the 

above stated ways of explaining refugees have on the life of a refugee, what they themselves 

are doing or can do to change their situation, or what is being done to actually integrate 

refugees into society. They are seen as a passive actor, doing as told by the government, 

nothing more or less, and with no motivation or ambitions to take initiative and actively seek 

to change their situation.  

3.3 Similarities and differences 

What has been found in the collection and analysis of newspaper articles is that there are 

many similarities between the 90’s and the 2010’s.  During both periods, there is an extensive 

focus on the difficulties and challenges that Sweden is facing due to an increase in refugees, 

while at the same time largely failing to report the challenges that the refugees are facing in 

Sweden, as well as their experiences leading them to leave their homes. There is little or no 

explanation on what they experienced on their way to Sweden, why they came to Sweden and 

what their hopes for arriving in Sweden are. All in all, during both time periods, refugees are 

understood and portrayed as a passive, homogenous group that are collecting benefits to 

survive, with no apparent ambitions in Sweden, be that considering integration or getting a 

job, education or other activities. Another similarity is that there seems to be an assumption 

that there is a limit to how many refugees Sweden can handle. Statements that suggests that 

we have taken on more than we can handle are frequent, be that about the housing situation, 

jobs or integration. What this limit is in actual numbers and what this limit is based upon, but 

that there is a limit is clear. It is claimed that with a too large number of refugees in the 
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country, integration will become harder and fail, that unemployment will rise and that it will 

be troublesome to find housing, not just for refugees but for the population at large. However, 

possible solutions to this, apart from cutting back on the intake of refugees, such as how to 

make integration more effective is not discussed. 

There is one major difference that can be found between the two time periods; during the 90’s 

the solidarity towards the system is much stronger. The newspapers defend the system, says 

that it is working, and that it is not the fault of those working with questions surrounding 

immigration and integration that the situation is the way it is. Instead, no clear villain is seen 

to be at fault. Although not pleased with the politics that are being enforced, there is not an 

explicit mistrust or disliking of the political and national system at large. 

During the 2010’s on the other hand, there is a widespread critique of the system, from many 

different directions who hold different ideas at heart. On the one hand, there is the idea that 

the politics of immigration is too generous, and that less immigrants and refugees should be 

allowed to come to Sweden, and that this is the fault of the politicians and the system that has 

been built surrounding this question. The notion of a shared idea of what it means to be a 

Swede is at the core in these arguments, and refugees pose a threat to this shared idea, as they 

do not inherently share it. On the other hand, there are those who say that the issue is not the 

immigrants and refugees themselves that are the core problem, but the way that integration is 

handled. This side, while also blaming the politicians and the system for the failure of 

integration, generally do not call for less generous politics towards immigration, but better 

integration methods. It is not unusual that this side of the political spectrum go so far as to 

claim that it is too difficult for refugees to get to Sweden and receive the help they need and 

have a right to. The solidarity in this case is quite strong towards refugees, and the notion of a 

shared idea of what it means to be a Swede is not as prevalent. 

During the fall of 2015, there was a shift in the debate worth noting. As the number of 

refugees coming to Sweden increased, the idea of closing the borders to Sweden was put 

forth, and later implemented. This led to an apparent division in the debate between those in 

favour of closing the borders and those against it. The argument for closing the borders were 

that it was protecting Sweden, its institutions and society against a systemic collapse. On the 

other hand, those who argued against closing the borders claimed that this was not solving the 

problem, only handing the problem to someone else, and that it was an inhuman treatment of 

the refugees. This was not a debate that existed in the major, mainstream medias prior to the 
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fall of 2015, and therefor there was no discussion about what the implications of opened or 

closed borders could have, nor about why one would be better than the other. In the end, 

borders were closed, and as of to date remain closed.  

4. Analysis 

4.1 Us vs Them 

As has been stated above, the findings from the newspaper articles suggests that the 

newspapers report on the situation surrounding refugees by portraying refugees as a group 

that is not like Swedes, hence creating a feeling of us (Swedish citizens) and them (refugees). 

This is supported by the framework created by Cohen (2011). Refugees are reported about as 

one, homogenous group, that is also lumped together with asylum seekers and other 

immigrants, making no distinction between the different groups, and is instead based around 

race, race relations and ethnicity.  

According to the Cohen, during the 90’s there was a hostile agenda, where governments and 

the media claimed that as many refugees as possible needed to be kept out, that those who do 

arrive are doing so under false pretence and that testing of the legitimacy of the refugees need 

to be thorough. Cohen, however, focuses on Great Britain in his study, which means that the 

situation is not altogether the same. Still, the framework provided is applicable to the articles 

from the 90’s in Sweden that have been collected for this study, as there is a focus on the 

problems surrounding the arrival of refugees, although their legitimacy is not frequently 

questioned, as suggested by Cohen, but instead focuses on the issues that are created in 

Sweden by taking in refugees. This is also applicable during the 2010’s, where the situation is 

similar to the one described in the 90’s.  

Further, Cohen argues that there is a lack of nuances portrayed in the media, which holds true 

in the cases described above. A large part of what is understood about refugees and 

immigrants in general is based around deviant behaviour, and the consequences of this 

behaviour. There is then an assumption of what is acceptable behaviour and what is not, 

which an individual or a few individual do not follow, which then is seen as the norm for all 

of this group of people (Cohen, 2011: 12-13). Considering that a social understanding is 

created through what you see and how that is understood according to what you already 

know, and then that is added to a broader understanding of social life (Cohen, 2011: 47), if 

immigrants are always perceived as not following the norm, according to the media, this will 

create an understanding that immigrants do not fit into our social norms, and hence that leads 
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to a lack of understanding of a social group, which in turn can lead to nationalism, if not 

changed. 

This could, in turn, also have an effect of the group who are portrayed as outside the norm. If 

a group is considered as an outsider, that group then in turn see themselves in relation to the 

established group. The outside group most likely have less power, and that in turn is seen as a 

sign that they are inferior to the established group (Elias & Scotson, 1994: 26). “Give a group 

a bad name and it is likely to live up to it” (Elias & Scotson, 1994: 28) would suggest that by 

the media portraying refugees as a problem for society, a passive group not taking part in 

society, they are more likely to become a passive group who do not actively take part in 

society. However, unlike Cohen (2011), Elias and Scotson (1994: 30) argue that the division 

of groups is not necessarily done by ethnicity or race, but more about access to power. This 

could be because of the setting of their study, which is different to the setting described by 

Cohen as well as the setting of this study, as explained in the theoretical framework.  

Like Cohen, the notion of the norm and the other, or established and outsiders as Elias and 

Scotson phrase it, is in relation to another; in the case of this study, Swedes are seen as a 

superior class compared to immigrants who have lived in Sweden for a long time, and might 

even be citizens, who in turn is seen as superior to those who have recently moved to Sweden 

(1994: 1-2). When immigrants arrive to a new community, they form the lower-class (Elias 

and Scotson, 1994: 15-16). What makes the groups different in the way they act is that a 

group with less relative power are more likely to present a unified front (Elias & Scotson, 

1994: 5). This would imply that refugees are more likely to present a unified front than 

Swedes, as they are deprived of relative power. This is, however, hard to prove in the context 

set in this study, as there are close to no interviews conducted with refugees themselves, and 

thus this is an idea and connection that cannot be explored closer in this study. According to 

the framework provided by Elias and Scotson, there are power relations within the groups as 

well, with some being more or less powerful or established. This will not be examined in this 

study either, since, again, that would need an insight into how refugees view themselves, and 

that has not been provided. 

According to the framework provided, it would suggest that the way refugees are portrayed in 

the media, they are established as a group of others, that do not follow the norms, nor partake 

in society in a way that is considered the acceptable and average way. This in turn makes it 

difficult for those who see themselves as part of the norm to understand this group, if there 
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only insight into the group is the media, as is the case for many Swedes. With this lack of 

understanding of refugees, and the assumption that they do not follow the social codes that are 

seen as Swedish, they become an easy target for prejudice and disliking, which in turn can 

lead to a rise in nationalism, if those with political power through a democratic vote chooses 

to vote for a nationalist party. With the media providing a homogenous portrait of refugees as 

benefit collectors and passive members of society unable to adapt to our norms, an increase in 

xenophobic thought is likely to occur, which in turn could lead to increased support for 

nationalistic powers in society. However, if the media portrayed refugees in a more holistic, 

non-homogenous way, but instead as individuals with different driving forces and ambitions, 

as well as how they themselves see their part in the Swedish society, perhaps nationalism 

would not be as prevalent. Further, by presenting a more nuanced picture of refugees, where 

they are not seen as a cost and burden on society, but instead as individuals with something to 

offer, as well as with rights and responsibilities to take part of, the political situation might 

change.  

4.2 Crisis in the world system 

Migration, according to Massey et al (1993) is an effect of structures of the global world. It is 

driven by capitalists to enter poor countries to get higher profits, often motivated by the 

access to land, raw materials, labour and ideological links. This is done through the 

endorsement of the elites, which in turn creates neo-colonial structures. Following this logic, 

the more societies join the capitalist world system, the more migration will occur. With the 

world economy revolving around some urban areas where modern services are provided, there 

is a demand for unskilled service workers in these areas. This creates a demand of immigrant 

workers, as the uneducated natives avoid these kinds of service jobs. 

However, arguably, the world system is going through a crisis. This is inevitable for any 

system, since after it is established, it will encounter problems that cannot be solved within 

the system, leading to crisis. This crisis in turn will change the system, usually by finding a 

solution from an old system. This then creates a new one, although the change is slow 

(Wallerstein, 2004). Right now, the current world system is going through a crisis, but those 

living within it have gotten used to the instabilities that this crisis brings. Still, it leads to 

anxiety and violence as people fight to keep their roles in the hierarchy. 

By applying this crisis to the issues of refugees, one point becomes evident immediately. 

International migration is a part of the capitalist system, to maximize profit for companies. It 
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is a question of supply and demand; capitalist cooperation will range into areas where there is 

a supply of what they need to turn a profit, and there is a demand for unskilled workers to 

produce services sought after by the higher classes. However, refugees do not move based on 

supply and demand, but instead flee from a threat they are facing in one place to a place of 

safety, regardless of the demand for them in the receiving country. It instead becomes a moral 

responsibility to help refugees find a safe place to live. This then could create a lack of 

balance among workers in the receiving country. This lack of balance will then create a 

debate of who is supposed to be prioritized to get the jobs provided. On the one hand, it could 

be argued that getting a job will help integrate refugees into society. On the other hand, some 

might argue that the Swedish work force is better qualified to do the jobs at hand. This could 

then create hostility towards refugees, and ideas that they are taking ‘our’ jobs can be born, 

creating xenophobia, which in turn could create an increased support for nationalist parties. 

Another crisis that the current world system is going through is that while there is an 

agreement that one is allowed to travel or move across borders, and that refugees have a right 

to get help somewhere outside their own country, there is no consensus on what rights the 

refugees have to the welfare system. There is no global agreement on who has what rights of 

claim to the welfare state. Supposedly, it would either be something that is provided to 

citizens alone, or to refugees have a claim as well, as well as migrant workers. According to 

Marshall (1950) citizenship is made up out of three parts; civil rights, regarding liberties for a 

person such as speech, thought, faith, property and justice, political rights, regarding right to 

exercise power, and social rights, regarding economic welfare, social heritage, education and 

social services. As this paper focuses on social rights, this will be explored further. Originally, 

social rights were gained through membership of a local community. Social right is an 

absolute right to certain standards of civilization, which is decided by the general duties of 

citizenship alone, not by the economic value of the individual themselves (Marshall, 1950). If 

social rights are gained through belonging to a local community, and is absolute regardless of 

economic abilities, then refugees should perhaps also be included in this right, since they do 

belong to a local community, even though their access to capital and relative power is limited.  

Taking these arguments further, by looking at the framework provided by Rawls (2003), he 

argues that each individual has a rights of justice that cannot be overridden by the welfare 

society as a whole. This then means that the loss of freedom for some cannot be defended 

through greater rights of others. This right through justice cannot be politically bargained or 

decided by social interests (Rawls, 2003: 3-4). According to this, a shared sense of what 
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justice means will be a ground for civic understanding and friendship. In reality, however, we 

do not agree on what this justice is, but most can agree that as long as everyone has the same 

rights and duties in social life, that is justice (Rawls, 2003: 5).  

However, if justice was to be decided behind a veil of ignorance, where we do not know each 

other’s abilities, class, access to goods etc., it would be possible to ensure that no advantages 

or disadvantages be given based on the previous stated factors. If all are seen as equal, it is 

less likely that the right of some would be sacrificed for the idea of the greater good, since it 

would not be just that some should have less so that others can have more and prosper (Rawls, 

2003: 11-13). According to this logic, arguments that claim that someone else is claiming a 

social right that is not theirs would become hollow, because if all are equal, who is to decide 

who has the right to claim certain rights, and who does not? Further, if refugees were seen as 

people with equal rights, their right to access the welfare system could not be denied based on 

the idea that it creates issues for the Swedish citizens, as the right of the greater good does not 

have a stronger emphasis than the individuals equal right. 

The principle of justice in institutions is that all have equal right to extensive scheme of basic 

liberties that are compatible with the liberties of others, and inequalities are to be arranged to 

be to everyone’s advantage and used in a way that they are open to everyone. Hence, injustice 

is inequalities that are not benefitting for all (Rawls, 2003: 53-54). These inequalities could be 

through progressive taxing, where those who make more money pay more back into the 

system, as that is benefitting for the most people, creating justice. With the media using 

citizenship as an argument for who should be allowed to access the welfare system, that could 

arguably be seen as unjust, as that means that all are not equal, and that there is an added 

value that comes with being a citizen. 

With the principle of justice in institutions in mind, the idea that refugees should not have a 

right to the welfare system becomes complicated. If all have equal liberties in relation to 

another, and inequalities should be used to benefit everyone, there is no reason why refugees 

should not be allowed proper access to the system, as them not partaking adds nothing to the 

greater good of all, and their inability to access creates inequality. It instead becomes a 

question of citizenship; if there is an assumption that only citizens should be allowed access 

to the welfare system, it is possible to defend why refugees do not have set access. However, 

by doing so, the original idea provided by Rawls, where our different abilities, class etc. are 

disregarded from when deciding our rights, has been left behind. As long as citizenship is 
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used as an argument for not including some in the access to rights, a value has been added to 

the individual having citizenship, which then creates inequality. This is, however, the kind of 

argument that is used by the media when problematizing refugees; that their access to the 

welfare system is done wrongly, or on behalf of someone else, who, arguably, as a greater 

right of access. Hence, the medial view is putting citizenship as a major decider of who has 

certain rights and who does not. 

This can be tied back to the lack consensus about welfare systems in the world system. With 

the lack of consensus on how the welfare system should adapt to the world system that exists 

today, it is possible for the media to claim that refugees are taking advantage of a welfare 

system that is not theirs, as they are not citizens and therefore do not have a right to partake in 

this system. With the kind of portrait that is made by the media, it influences the viewer, and 

we see how they are unlike the citizens, as they lack something the fundamental thing to be 

considered entitled to equal rights; citizenship. This then creates a framework and base to 

argue why refugees should not be taken into Sweden, and if it they are why they should not be 

allowed to use the welfare system; Because their lack of citizenship means that they are not 

like us, and are not contributing to the society to the same extent as a Swede would. By 

creating this idea, where refugees are seen as inferior to a person with Swedish citizenship 

while being in Sweden, it becomes acceptable to treat them differently. However, if Rawls 

idea that what we are able to contribute to society is irrelevant in relation to what rights we 

have, this would not be an argument that would hold true. So, even if there is no consensus on 

the details of how the welfare state should work in the global world system, as long as there 

was an agreement that all are to be treated equally based on the welfare system in place at 

their place of residency, a part of the discussion could be avoided, and could then instead 

focus on how the welfare system should work, rather than for whom by whom. The issue is 

that there is no such consensus, as citizenship in itself puts a person in a superior position to 

those without when it comes to claiming social rights. While in theory, most would probably 

argue that they think that everyone is equal and have the same rights, in practice when it 

comes down to using set rights, the idea that all have the same rights only holds true as long 

as it does not affect us. By focusing on solemnly ourselves, and being unable to see to the 

needs of others we are willing to sacrifice what was originally considered to be a right of all 

in order to not threaten our own position. This can be done without evidence that it in fact 

would affect our position, as long as there is a believed threat. 
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Part of the issue in the media is the lack of debate surrounding the welfare system. While it is 

used as an argument as to why refugees and other outsiders place a strain on society, there is 

no discussion on how it could be changed. It is evident that there are limitations, real or 

imagined, to what the welfare system can handle, but no alternatives are presented, nor what 

the limitations mean in reality and what would happen if they were breached. So long as there 

is no debate about the welfare system and the need for a consensus regarding it, a consensus is 

unlikely to occur.  

The idea of solidarity seems to work in a similar way; solidarity can be found, so long as it 

does not affect our own way of life and leads to changes in our experienced existence. 

Further, when there is an outsider, it is easier to have solidarity to the group one experiences 

oneself as a part of, and using that as an argument as to why the others should not be a part. 

With the media having a large influence in how we perceive the world, them arguing that with 

more refugees getting benefits, someone else gets less, people feel a stronger sense of 

solidarity towards those who will get less, not realizing that by doing so, a sacrifice is made, 

where a person who we originally considered equal do not have the same rights as another. So 

long as there is no consensus that agrees that we all are equals, regardless of citizenship and 

individual qualities, and therefor all have the same right to take part of social rights, 

nationalism can, and most likely will, continue and be reinforced through the media.  

5. Conclusion 

This study has looked into the way that the media portrays refugees and how that in turn can 

help us understand the reoccurrence of nationalism. The study shows that the media, during 

both the time periods used for analysis, paint a picture of refugees as its own, homogenous 

group that is unlike the homogenous group that is considered the norm – Swedes. Refugees 

are seen as a passive group, seemingly without interest in partaking in society, while the 

Swedish government, institutions and citizens are doing what they can to make life as 

pleasant as possible for the refugees. What is prevalent throughout the portrait painted by the 

media is that refugees have nothing, or little, in common with the average Swede, which 

creates a problem for the Swedish society as it attempts to integrate refugees. Further, as, 

according to the media, the refugees themselves have very little interest in being integrated, 

the challenge becomes even greater. 

While the portrayal of refugees in the media might not be the creator of nationalism in itself, 

it is a possible creator of xenophobia. With an increase in xenophobia, where people feel that 
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there are major differences between themselves and another group of people, that could in 

turn lead to a stronger support for nationalist parties, as the nationalist parties are likely to 

highlight the issues surrounding multiculturalism and a supposed threat towards the nation, its 

values and traditions. However, this is not certain, and other factors need to be taken into 

consideration when trying to understand nationalism. 

If nationalism is something which power we wish to limit, a change may need to occur. As 

the media has the power to influence how its receiver sees an issue, it has a great 

responsibility in how it portrays certain issues. As long as refugees are portrayed as outsiders, 

not fitting into the norm and seemingly without an interest to interact with other members of 

society, the media is reinforcing the notion of a division between us and them. If the media 

where to instead portray a picture of refugees as individuals with their own stories and 

motivations, and not just of stories of when refugees are an issue, a larger understanding for 

refugees might be possible. Further, it could make the receiver see refugees not just based on 

that branding, but as human beings with rights, feelings and personal histories that are to be 

valued equally to their own. 

The idea of these two different, homogenous groups with little in common creates a 

discussion about who has the rights to certain institutions, particularly those within the 

welfare system. The notion that refugees are coming to Sweden and using our welfare system 

is not uncommon, which further creates a difference between us and them, the norm and the 

outsider. As refugees are seen as not contributing to the national welfare system of Sweden, 

their right to access this system is questioned. Hence, rights become tied to citizenship. 

With rights being tied to citizenship, the argument that refugees are reaping the benefits of 

something that is not theirs can be, and is, used. As this is an argument used by nationalists to 

argue that refugees should not be welcomed to Sweden, and if they are, it is with limited 

rights, nationalism can continue as long as there is no consensus on how the right of access to 

a welfare system is to be decided. This consensus needs to be drawn in such a way that the 

question of citizenship becomes invalid in the discussion, in order to remove the argument 

from the nationalist agenda. If all people are considered equal, in their importance and rights, 

the idea that citizenship should be what decides who has the right to take part in the welfare 

system becomes obsolete, as that would mean that citizenship is something that puts a person 

higher in the hierarchy. 
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In order to achieve a consensus on how the welfare system is supposed to work, and for 

whom, the debate needs to be brought up. While the media tends to use the access to welfare 

as an argument when debating the issues surrounding refugees, there is limited debate on how 

the welfare system works and how it should work. To get a debate going, it is not enough to 

say that refugees are using a welfare system that some would argue is not theirs, but also 

highlight what the implications of this is, as well as what can be done to change it. No system 

is perfect, but by not raising the question of why the system has the limits that it has, there is 

little chance for change or improvement.  

How this consensus is to be drawn, and by whom, is unclear. In order for it to be as effective 

as possible, it needs to be drawn in such a way that it is applicable to all participants of the 

global world. While this study has not come up with a solution for how to solve the problem 

of lack of consensus in the welfare system, hopefully it can be used as a stepping stone for 

research aiming to answer just that. By raising the awareness of the lack of debate about how 

the welfare system should work and for whom, leading to a lack of consensus, something can 

be done to change it, which is the hope for this study; to raise the awareness, which in the 

long run will create change. 
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9F6928E7236970732E6E68821985A15&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-10) [translated from 

Swedish: Massescape of refugees] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (1991) Moderat förslag: Låt flyktingar städa stränder, avaliable 

at: http://web.retriever-

info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806199102016

F6AB1400DD094701A6F426CD0D3E6C8&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-10) [translated 

from Swedish: Moderate suggestion: Let refugees clean beaches] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (1991) Tjugofem miljoner barn flyktingar, avaliable at: 

http://web.retriever-

info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=05080619911022

D27DFF8250287A277AC108629DC8A874&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-10) [translated 

from Swedish: 25 million children refugees] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (1991) Ungdomar för hårdare politik mot flyktingar, avaliable at: 

http://web.retriever-

info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=05080619911114

AFD2C43F236520636FCD16916BF93EA8&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-10) [translated 

from Swedish: Youth in favor of harsher politics towards refugees] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (1992) 70 somaliska flyktingar mördade, avaliable at: 

http://web.retriever-

info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=05080619920626C

8BD8D330E70A9A5201C1F59A449129B&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-10) [translated 

from Swedish: 70 Somali refugees murdered] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (1992) Allt fler flyktingar vänder hem, avaliable at: 

http://web.retriever-

info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806199210215

5CBAB6BE5B8F363F8395792AAE08FE1&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-10) [translated 

from Swedish: More and more refugees return home] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (1992) Danmark ska ta emot tusentals flyktingar, avaliable at: 

http://web.retriever-

info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806199207276

9E3F3B2F9AF585782E5240C87E985F1&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-10) [translated 

from Swedish: Denmark to take in thousands of refugees] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (1992) Flyktingar från forna Jugoslavien fick nödfallsvisum i 

Ystad, avaliable at: http://web.retriever-

info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806199210112

860AAB8842C72E5D784200B4F05DC1B&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-10) [translated 

from Swedish: Refugees from former Yugoslavia got emergency visa in Ystad] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (1992) Flyktingar utbildas i ämnet svensk sex och kvinnosyn, 

avaliable at: http://web.retriever-

info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806199202034

8A023E18CE9DB0A50AFFDC0F8CD9D4A&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-10) [translated 

from Swedish: Refugees educated in the subject Swedish sex and view of women] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (1992) Få flyktingar flyttar, avaliable at: http://web.retriever-

info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=05080619921106

http://web.retriever-info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=0508061991060779F6928E7236970732E6E68821985A15&serviceId=2
http://web.retriever-info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806199102016F6AB1400DD094701A6F426CD0D3E6C8&serviceId=2
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http://web.retriever-info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=05080619911022D27DFF8250287A277AC108629DC8A874&serviceId=2
http://web.retriever-info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=05080619911022D27DFF8250287A277AC108629DC8A874&serviceId=2
http://web.retriever-info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=05080619911114AFD2C43F236520636FCD16916BF93EA8&serviceId=2
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http://web.retriever-info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=05080619920626C8BD8D330E70A9A5201C1F59A449129B&serviceId=2
http://web.retriever-info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=05080619920626C8BD8D330E70A9A5201C1F59A449129B&serviceId=2
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http://web.retriever-info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=0508061992102155CBAB6BE5B8F363F8395792AAE08FE1&serviceId=2
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http://web.retriever-info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=0508061992102155CBAB6BE5B8F363F8395792AAE08FE1&serviceId=2
http://web.retriever-info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=0508061992072769E3F3B2F9AF585782E5240C87E985F1&serviceId=2
http://web.retriever-info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=0508061992072769E3F3B2F9AF585782E5240C87E985F1&serviceId=2
http://web.retriever-info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=0508061992072769E3F3B2F9AF585782E5240C87E985F1&serviceId=2
http://web.retriever-info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806199210112860AAB8842C72E5D784200B4F05DC1B&serviceId=2
http://web.retriever-info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806199210112860AAB8842C72E5D784200B4F05DC1B&serviceId=2
http://web.retriever-info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806199210112860AAB8842C72E5D784200B4F05DC1B&serviceId=2
http://web.retriever-info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=0508061992020348A023E18CE9DB0A50AFFDC0F8CD9D4A&serviceId=2
http://web.retriever-info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=0508061992020348A023E18CE9DB0A50AFFDC0F8CD9D4A&serviceId=2
http://web.retriever-info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=0508061992020348A023E18CE9DB0A50AFFDC0F8CD9D4A&serviceId=2
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AB05FFDDB4D91732D99E48BD85FA7E5B&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-10) 

[translated from Swedish: Few refugees move] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (1992) För många stölder – flyktingar tvingas handla på 

speciella tider, avaliable at: http://web.retriever-

info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806199208079

0449EDB29D96601726567249C9447D3&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-10) [translated 

from Swedish: Too many thefts – refugees forced to shop on specific times] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (1992) Jugoslaviska flyktingar direktavvisas till Tyskland från 

Trelleborg, avaliable at: http://web.retriever-

info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=05080619920701E

AFCF724F34DCFD48F2DECC54DC7B8CF&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-10) [translated 

from Swedish: Yugoslavian refugees directly rejected to Germany from Trelleborg] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (1992) Karlskoga tar emot flyktingar, avaliable at: 

http://web.retriever-

info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806199204083

DB8B19A032D3A11426CAE943B6D6717&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-10) [translated 

from Swedish: Karlskoga take in more refugees] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (1992) Nej till nöjen för flyktingar, avaliable at: 

http://web.retriever-

info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806199211028

C82F1A1B729D4B96A94D6185592FFDE&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-10) [translated 

from Swedish: No to entertainment for refugees] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (1992) Oväntade flyktingar till Iggesund, avaliable at: 

http://web.retriever-

info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806199206092

F2C10ACDB08896E681B9826ED9450F2&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-10) [translated 

from Swedish: Unexpected refugees to Iggesund] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (1992) Tusentals tadzjikiska flyktingar fryser och svälter, 

avaliable at: http://web.retriever-

info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806199212097

0C327136C2A4288352E994458DE38A7&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-10) [translated 

from Swedish: Thousands of Tadzjiki refugees are freezing and starving] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (1992) Tyskland stänger gränser för flyktingar från Jugoslavien, 

avaliable at: http://web.retriever-

info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=05080619920508

DDF51397F1C6DC8465CD69169756758F&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-10) [translated 

from Swedish: Germany closes borders for refugees from Yugoslavia] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (1993) AMS: Hjälp flyktingar till start på arbetsmarknaden med 

kommunpengar, avaliable at: http://web.retriever-

info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806199310135

BD5A26408DBC8F66AFD46702D12E275&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-11) [translated 

from Swedish: AMF: Help refugees to start in the labour market with money from the 

municipalities] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (1993) Enkät i Åstorp om lägenheter till flyktingar, avaliable at: 

http://web.retriever-

http://web.retriever-info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=05080619921106AB05FFDDB4D91732D99E48BD85FA7E5B&serviceId=2
http://web.retriever-info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=0508061992080790449EDB29D96601726567249C9447D3&serviceId=2
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http://web.retriever-info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=05080619920701EAFCF724F34DCFD48F2DECC54DC7B8CF&serviceId=2
http://web.retriever-info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=05080619920701EAFCF724F34DCFD48F2DECC54DC7B8CF&serviceId=2
http://web.retriever-info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806199204083DB8B19A032D3A11426CAE943B6D6717&serviceId=2
http://web.retriever-info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806199204083DB8B19A032D3A11426CAE943B6D6717&serviceId=2
http://web.retriever-info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806199204083DB8B19A032D3A11426CAE943B6D6717&serviceId=2
http://web.retriever-info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806199211028C82F1A1B729D4B96A94D6185592FFDE&serviceId=2
http://web.retriever-info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806199211028C82F1A1B729D4B96A94D6185592FFDE&serviceId=2
http://web.retriever-info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806199211028C82F1A1B729D4B96A94D6185592FFDE&serviceId=2
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info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=05080619930802

A45C118B84F28F2DFF5717AC88D98A91&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-11) [translated 

from Swedish: Survey in Åstorp about apartments for refugees] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (1993) Falkenberg säger nej till fler flyktingar, avaliable at: 

http://web.retriever-

info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=05080619930916B

7D6D5302074D9826A3FC2718680E7B9&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-11) [translated 

from Swedish: Falkenberg says no to more refugees] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (1993) Flyktingar i Polen lämnas till sitt öde, avaliable at: 

http://web.retriever-

info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806199306186

456A28649F28665736C67444199A8A9&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-11) [translated 

from Swedish: Refugees from Poland left to their fate] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (1993) Flyktingar som slipper vänta på förläggning klarar sig 

bäst, avaliable at: http://web.retriever-

info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806199311110

47CC33DC707ACEBE83642CDD1CE6DFA&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-11) [translated 

from Swedish: Refugees who do not have to wait in camp get by the best] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (1993) Första rehabiliteringshemmet för flyktingar, avaliable at: 

http://web.retriever-

info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=05080619930213E

1FA1D37906FC54C2BB750525CD8B068&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-11) [translated 

from Swedish: First rehabilitation home for refugees] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (1993) Hyr inte ut till flyktingar, avaliable at: http://web.retriever-

info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806199312018

CC93482799B79292B45E1CF2E2D9465&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-11) [translated 

from Swedish: Do not rent to refugees] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (1993) Ideella organisationer introducerar flyktingar i 

Stockholm, avaliable at: http://web.retriever-

info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=05080619931229F

978F1EC97A08924B8B010484F51FE23&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-11) [translated 

from Swedish: Non-profit organizations introduces refugees to Stockholm] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (1993) Ingen kontakt med flyktingar för svensk FN-kolonn vid 

serbiska gränsen, avaliable at: http://web.retriever-

info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806199303046

CDC6512D8147D3644CB307E2FCCF175&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-11) [translated 

from Swedish: No contact with refugees for Swedish UN-column at the Serbian border] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (1993) Kommunalråd: Malmö klarar inte fler flyktingar, 

avaliable at: http://web.retriever-

info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=05080619930802E

67A0645C454271E77CFFF31DE6ACE70&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-11) [translated 

from Swedish: Municipal commissioner: Malmö cannot take in more refugees] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (1993) Kommuner njugga till fler flyktingar, avaliable at: 

http://web.retriever-

info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806199310113

http://web.retriever-info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=05080619930802A45C118B84F28F2DFF5717AC88D98A91&serviceId=2
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236E6F2B8D5BF089805D58D1C33453F&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-11) [translated 

from Swedish: Municipalities tightens to more refugees] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (1993) Kyrkan ger juridisk hjälp till flyktingar, avaliable at: 

http://web.retriever-

info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806199401200

0A93D6E51CA497FAA346E0F81A561A2&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-11) [translated 

from Swedish: The church gives legal help to refugees] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (1993) Malmö tar emot färre flyktingar, avaliable at: 

http://web.retriever-

info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806199308113

B2E9954D406521F35353A6C61BA33E2&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-11) [translated 

from Swedish: Malmö takes in fewer refugees] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (1993) Många lediga lägenheter – men inte för flyktingar, 

avaliable at: http://web.retriever-

info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806199308050

56A37170A2F85107CC2FBD8F32C94BA&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-11) [translated 

from Swedish: Many avaliable apartments – but not for refugges] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (1993) Norska flyktingar skyddar fler flyktingar, avaliable at: 

http://web.retriever-

info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806199310165

03514944DDEA8114C0DE7EEE62AB141&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-11) [translated 

from Swedish: Norweigan refugees protect more refugees] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (1993) Polisen ville inte gå in kyrka – avvisning av flyktingar 

ställdes in, avaliable at: http://web.retriever-

info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806199312058

A33C7E8C78E9AC4A16DBA0D3CAB0A7A&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-11) 

[translated from Swedish: The police did not want to enter church – deportation of refugees 

cancelled] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (1993) SIFO-undersökning om flyktingar: motstridiga resultat, 

avaliable at: http://web.retriever-

info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806199309067

3006A744609E51A80A0F766709B3C12&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-11) [translated 

from Swedish: SIFO-survey about refugees: contradictory results] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (1993) Slagsmål mellan svenskar och flyktingar i Tranemo, 

avaliable at: http://web.retriever-

info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806199307316

677C74CF6E25B1B58ACABDFB9AF82D0&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-11) [translated 

from Swedish: Fight between Swedes and refugees in Tranemo] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (1993) Torterade flyktingar skickas hem till tortyrregimen, 

avaliable at: http://web.retriever-

info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806199309158

6F23EE4544A72BC7F1E6B66F56F2EAD&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-11) [translated 

from Swedish: Tortured refugees sent home to torturing regime] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (1994) Amnesty anklagar Turkiet: politiska flyktingar tvingas till 

hemlandet, avaliable at: http://web.retriever-

http://web.retriever-info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806199310113236E6F2B8D5BF089805D58D1C33453F&serviceId=2
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info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806199403292

5CB8DA9AC85350C51B60E451F38B8E6&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-11) [translated 

from Swedish: Amnesty accuses Turkey: political refugees forced back to the home country] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (1994) Diakonia stöder flyktingar i Burundi, avaliable at: 

http://web.retriever-

info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806199408234

0E1E5341AA3B1B120B737AFD1E0FABD&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-11) [translated 

from Swedish: Deacon supports refugees in Burundi] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (1994) Dålig svenskundervisning för flyktingar, avaliable at: 

http://web.retriever-

info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806199403252

D3469FEDFE2FD8A787F63337A71C697&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-11) [translated 

from Swedish: Bad education in Swedish for refugees] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (1994) EU-länder inte beredda att ta emot flyktingar från 

Bosnien, avaliable at: http://web.retriever-

info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806199509253

7E16264C08F717744CD05751C268FE5&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-11) [translated 

from Swedish: EU-countries not prepared to take in refugees from Bosnia] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (1994) Finland ökar kanske flyktingkvoten med 100 procent – till 

1000 flyktingar, avaliable at: http://web.retriever-

info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806199403248

9A987A699F748D819C9534F9E96FDD9&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-11) [translated 

from Swedish: Finland might increase refugee quota by 100 percent – too 1000 refugees] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (1994) Flyktingar mister socialbidrag vid avbrutna studier i 

svenska, avaliable at: http://web.retriever-

info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806199405059

9C952254C44BDF9E102860C06D7920E&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-11) [translated 

from Swedish: Refugees looses social benefits when quitting studies in Swedish] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (1994) Guider ska visa flyktingar in i svenska samhället, 

avaliable at: http://web.retriever-

info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806199403311

D54302687C031568778E2A551A44B99&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-11) [translated 

from Swedish: Guides to show refugees into the Swedish society] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (1994) Kampanjer om flyktingar i Dals Ed gav resultat, avaliable 

at: http://web.retriever-

info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806199405245

D65540C0C99E91C962D633FB9BD0AA1&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-11) [translated 

from Swedish: Campaigns about refugees in Dals Ed gave results] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (1994) Kommuner anklagas – dömer flyktingar till livegenskap, 

avaliable at: http://web.retriever-

info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806199407112

5786D798880C5DA6EB0A8BCBAB1420A&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-11) [translated 

from Swedish: Municipalities accused – judging refugees to serfdom] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (1994) Osäkert om Vellinge tar emot flyktingar, avaliable at: 

http://web.retriever-

http://web.retriever-info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=0508061994032925CB8DA9AC85350C51B60E451F38B8E6&serviceId=2
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info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806199402214

E9CBF7F33F90C30556B9468C6DBC8B9&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-11) [translated 

from Swedish: Uncertain if Vellinge will take in refugees] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (1994) Tyskland vill avvisa kroatiska flyktingar, avaliable at: 

http://web.retriever-

info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806199403224

C4A44B36E348A95AA836C9F67127AA5&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-11) [translated 

from Swedish: Germany wants to reject Croatian refugees] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (1994) Ytterligare flyktingar till Åstorp, avaliable at: 

http://web.retriever-

info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806199403105

55820323403F7EB088E9ED695DAC3AA&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-11) [translated 

from Swedish: More refugees to Åstorp] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (1995) ”Oetisk HIV-testa flyktingar”, avaliable at: 

http://web.retriever-

info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806199502175

668BD652E2B9FB6D3F761344B5E6927&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-11) [translated 

from Swedish: ”Unethical to HIV-test refugees”] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (1995) Tyskland vill ha EU-kvoter för flyktingar, avaliable at: 

http://web.retriever-

info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806199508083

1ADDCED0C4FC7BCAB695EEC54F856DF&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-11) 

[translated from Swedish: Germany wants EU-quota for refugees] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (1995) Ökande socialbidrag för flyktingar, avaliable at: 

http://web.retriever-

info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806199506021

47AA97BEDBE0C8C9A8EF4B613DD90BC&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-11) [translated 

from Swedish: Increased social benefits for refugees] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (2010) 162 000 flyktingar blir medborgare, avaliable at: 

http://web.retriever-

info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=05080620100416

A0A14E322E786D38AF7A8321A7F0A77C&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-12) [translated 

from Swedish: 162 000 refugees will become citizens] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (2010) Flyktingar från Eritrea prioriteras, avaliable at: 

http://web.retriever-

info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806201001211

3DBB4A3B4F849653C640F6625887713&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-12) [translated 

from Swedish: Refugees from Eritrea priorotized] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (2010) S: Obligatoriskt ta emot flyktingar, avaliable at: 

http://web.retriever-

info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806201002194

4E48E2C2DF3EBE8C27D1927A0AC0FB4&serviceId=2 (accessed 2016-01-12) [translated 

from Swedish: S: Mandatory to take in refugees] 

Tidningarnas Telegrambyrå (2010) Tidningsbud utnyttjade flyktingar, avaliable at: 

http://web.retriever-

http://web.retriever-info.com.ludwig.lub.lu.se/services/archive/displayDocument?documentId=050806199402214E9CBF7F33F90C30556B9468C6DBC8B9&serviceId=2
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